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In research on the determinants of change in health status, a crucial analytic decision is whether to adjust for baseline health status. In this paper, the authors examine the consequences of baseline adjustment, using for illustration the question of the effect of educational attainment on change in cognitive function in old age. With data from the US-based Assets and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old survey (n = 5,726; born before 1924), they show that adjustment for baseline cognitive test score substantially inflates regression coefficient estimates for the effect of schooling on change in cognitive test scores compared with models without baseline adjustment. To explain this finding, they consider various plausible assumptions about relations among variables. Each set of assumptions is represented by a causal diagram. The authors apply simple rules for assessing causal diagrams to demonstrate that, in many plausible situations, baseline adjustment induces a spurious statistical association between education and change in cognitive score. More generally, when exposures are associated with baseline health status, this bias can arise if change in health status preceded baseline assessment or if the dependent variable measurement is unreliable or unstable. In some cases, change-score analyses without baseline adjustment provide unbiased causal effect estimates when baseline-adjusted estimates are biased.
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Abbreviations: DAG, directed acyclic graph; AHEAD, Assets and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old.

Epidemiologists frequently examine statistical relations between an exposure of interest (e.g., educational attainment) and a measure of change in health status (e.g., change in cognitive status). A key analytic decision is whether to condition on baseline health status, for example, by using regression adjustment, stratification, restriction, or matching. This paper examines the rationale for and consequences of adjusting for baseline values of the dependent variable in models of change. We catalogue a number of biases that can plague observational studies of change in health status. We argue that, although adjustment for baseline health status ameliorates certain biases, it introduces others and, in a typical study, the bias introduced by adjustment exceeds the bias eliminated. For clarity, we focus on a specific application: the putative effect of educational attainment on change in cognitive function in old age.

We present an empirical example using data from the US-based Assets and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old (AHEAD) study. Coefficient estimates for the effects of education on cognitive change increase substantially when baseline cognitive score is included as an independent variable in regression models, compared with models without baseline adjustment. Explaining this discrepancy was the motivation for this paper. We need a systematic method to determine which, if either, coefficient estimate is “right.” Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)—in which we map out the assumed causal relations among the exposure, potential covariates, and outcome—provide such a method. DAGs can
be used to determine whether the coefficient estimate from either analysis (with or without baseline adjustment) equals the causal effect of interest under a given set of assumptions. We represent plausible assumptions about relations among the variables of interest by using DAGs. The plausibility of assumptions partially depends on researchers’ prior beliefs. To justify our assumptions, we draw on two well-accepted epidemiologic phenomena: regression to the mean and horse racing. We then apply simple rules for DAGs to demonstrate that, contrary to common intuition, baseline adjustment often fails to remove confounding and sometimes induces spurious correlation between exposure and measured health change. If baseline cognitive function and exposure are strongly associated, biases induced by baseline adjustment can be quite large. Baseline adjustment is occasionally advantageous, but whether it eliminates or introduces bias depends crucially upon the causal structure relating the variables.

Our arguments use DAGs instead of other approaches because DAGs are easily modified to accommodate alternative substantive assumptions and entail minimal mathematics (although the rules we apply to DAGs are mathematically grounded). The relations we demonstrate with DAGs could be, and in some cases already have been, proven mathematically (1, 2) or modeled with simulation studies.

We begin by specifying the causal question of interest and some background assumptions. Individuals begin life with different levels of cognitive ability, encounter exposures throughout life that alter that ability, and typically experience decline in some abilities during old age. Different individuals experience different rates of decline. We are interested in determining whether education, usually completed early in life, affects rates of cognitive decline in old age (temporal order as shown in figure 1). We adopt a counterfactual account of causation, contrasting the actual cognitive decline experienced by each individual, given his or her actual level of education, with the cognitive decline that person would have experienced had he or she received more or less education. If the amount of decline experienced given these two circumstances differs, then education affects cognitive decline. This issue is distinct from education’s effect on elder cognitive impairment (i.e., function below a fixed threshold). In fact, if education affects cognitive function or reserve in middle age, then it will affect the incidence of cognitive impairment in later life, even if it has no effect on the rate of cognitive decline in old age (3).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample data**

AHEAD is a nationally representative cohort study of people born before 1924. Descriptions of this study, including measurement validation, are published elsewhere (4–7); appendix 1 provides further details. Interviews were conducted in 1993, 1995, 1998, and 2000. Our analyses include only those individuals who completed a baseline cognitive assessment (n = 5,726).

Cognitive assessment was based on the Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status, plus delayed recall of a 10-word list (possible range, 0–35) (8). Cognitive scores were considered missing if immediate recall, delayed recall, or four or more Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status items were missing. When fewer than four such items were missing, the score was calculated as the number of correct answers divided by the percentage of items completed.

We assume that these cognitive test scores reflect some random variation around true cognitive function due to measurement error or instability (transient fluctuations in cognitive function attributable to illness, for example) in function itself (6). Throughout this paper, we distinguish between cognitive *function*, a biologically based human capacity, and cognitive *score*, the measure of that capacity. Similarly, we distinguish between change in cognitive function and change in cognitive score. We assume that scientific interest is in change in function rather than the surrogate measure, change in cognitive score. Participants were aged 70 years or older at enrollment; they may have experienced both age- and education-related cognitive changes prior to baseline cognitive assessments.

Education (years of schooling completed) was reported in 1993. Variables that may affect both education and cognitive change were also included as regression covariates: age at interview, age squared, race (Black vs. all others), Hispanic ethnicity, and sex.

**Statistical analyses**

We compare results of change-score models with and without baseline adjustment. In change-score models, the dependent variable is the difference between the first and second assessments. Let \( \text{score}_i \) represent the cognitive score for individual \( i \) at time \( t \). The models with and without baseline adjustment (omitting additional covariates for clarity) are as follows:

\[
\text{score}_{i2} - \text{score}_{i1} = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \text{education}_i + \gamma_2 \text{score}_{i1} + \epsilon_{it} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{score}_{i2} - \text{score}_{i1} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{education}_i + \epsilon_{it} \quad (2)
\]

Our interest is in whether either education coefficient (\( \gamma_1 \) or \( \beta_1 \)) provides an unbiased estimate of the effect of education on cognitive change. When parameter estimates from the two models differ, at least one estimate is incorrect with respect to the causal question we posed. Models were estimated
with linear regression by using Stata 8.0 statistical software (Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas). To show the consistency of the findings, we repeated the analyses by using change in cognitive score over four time intervals: 1993–1995, 1995–1998, 1998–2000, and 1993–2000.

The AHEAD study used a complex sampling design that included cluster sampling (4). Therefore, we constructed confidence intervals by using the bootstrap with resampling (500 draws) of clusters (9).

**Graphical models**

Causal DAGs visually encode an investigator’s a priori assumptions about causal relations among the exposure, outcomes, and covariates. The \(d\)-separation rules can be applied to identify the statistical relations implied by these causal assumptions (these rules, and an explanation of how to determine the statistical relations implied by a DAG, are summarized in appendix 2 and figure 2). To demonstrate
biases potentially induced by baseline adjustment, we specify a number of alternative DAGs representing plausible relations among education, baseline cognitive function, baseline cognitive score, change in function, change score, and background variables. All DAGs impose the null hypothesis that education does not affect change in function either directly (indicated by the absence of an arrow from education to change in function) or indirectly via baseline function (indicated by the lack of an arrow from baseline function to change in function). We use the $d$-separation rules to determine whether, under the assumptions represented by each model, education and change score are statistically independent (unassociated) conditional on (adjusting for) baseline cognitive score.

If education and change score are statistically associated after conditioning on baseline cognitive test score, under the null hypothesis, baseline-adjusted analyses are by definition biased regarding the (null) effect of education on cognitive change. For each DAG, we likewise consider whether an analysis without adjustment for baseline cognitive score is valid by determining whether education and change score are statistically independent (unassociated) conditional on (adjusting for) baseline cognitive score.

When discussing DAGs, we assume that positive and negative causal effects never perfectly offset one another (e.g., if education promotes cognition via one pathway but harms cognition via another pathway, we assume that the absolute magnitudes are not exactly identical, so education is either positively or negatively statistically associated with cognition). Our theoretical discussion supposes large samples so that effects due to random variation can be ignored.

### RESULTS

#### Empirical findings

Descriptive characteristics of AHEAD study sample members, by educational level, are given in table 1. Substantial attrition occurred during follow-up. For simplicity, analyses are based on available cases; accounting for attrition with sophisticated methods would not affect the methodological issues we discuss. Table 2 shows mean cognitive scores and change scores, by level of education. At each wave, higher educational attainment predicted better cognitive scores but was unrelated to change scores.

Table 3 compares estimated regression coefficients for years of education from alternative models. The upper panel shows cross-sectional regression results; a single year’s cognitive test score was used as the dependent variable. Education is significantly ($p < 0.01$) associated with cognitive scores in every year.

The middle panel of table 3 shows education coefficients from change-score models without baseline adjustment. Education does not predict change in cognitive score in any of the four time intervals. The bottom panel shows change-score models with baseline adjustment. In every interval, higher education significantly predicts better change scores when conditioning on baseline cognitive score.

#### Are the coefficients credible?

Several empirical findings cast doubt on the causal validity of coefficient estimates derived from baseline-adjusted models. Baseline adjustment inflates the education coefficient relative to models without baseline adjustment, suggesting that baseline score is not a proxy for positive confounders of the relation between education and cognitive

---

**TABLE 1. Characteristics of Assets and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old study participants born before 1924, by level of education, United States***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;12 years of schooling</td>
<td>2,147</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,833</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1910</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910–1914</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915–1919</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–1923</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in sample in 2000</td>
<td>1,271</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known to be deceased by 2000</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Included are age-eligible enrollees for whom a valid 1993 cognitive assessment was available. Respondents may be both Black and Hispanic. Distributions are calculated without sampling weights; thus, the distributions are not representative of the national population.
change. If education slows cognitive decline, the cross-sectional gradient in cognitive scores across educational levels should become increasingly steep at older ages as the longitudinal effects accumulate. This does not occur; the test-score advantage associated with education is stable over time. Similarly, if baseline-adjusted coefficients reflect causal relations, these coefficients would likely be larger for longer follow-up periods. Instead, the education coefficient for change from 1993 to 1995 is similar to the coefficient estimate for change from 1993 to 2000. We next explore causal mechanisms that could be responsible for the discrepancy between baseline-adjusted and unadjusted results. Below, we describe some conditions under which unadjusted analyses are valid but the adjusted analyses would be biased under the null hypothesis.

**TABLE 2.** Mean cognitive scores and change scores, by level of education,* for Assets and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old study participants born before 1924, United States†

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Level of Education</th>
<th>&lt;12 years of schooling</th>
<th>12 years of schooling</th>
<th>&gt;12 years of schooling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993 score</td>
<td>5,726</td>
<td>17.8 (5.3)</td>
<td>21.4 (4.6)</td>
<td>22.4 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 score</td>
<td>4,428</td>
<td>18.7 (5.0)</td>
<td>21.7 (4.5)</td>
<td>22.6 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 score</td>
<td>3,633</td>
<td>18.3 (5.2)</td>
<td>21.2 (4.7)</td>
<td>22.3 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 score</td>
<td>2,943</td>
<td>18.3 (4.9)</td>
<td>20.8 (4.6)</td>
<td>22.0 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1993–1995</td>
<td>4,428</td>
<td>−0.3 (4.2)</td>
<td>−0.4 (4.2)</td>
<td>−0.3 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1995–1998</td>
<td>3,430</td>
<td>−1.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>−0.8 (4.1)</td>
<td>−0.7 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1998–2000</td>
<td>2,782</td>
<td>−1.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>−1.0 (4.2)</td>
<td>−1.1 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1993–2000</td>
<td>2,943</td>
<td>−1.6 (4.7)</td>
<td>−1.8 (4.6)</td>
<td>−1.7 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are presented as mean (standard deviation).
† Included are age-eligible enrollees for whom a valid 1993 cognitive assessment was available. Distributions were calculated without accounting for study design.

**TABLE 3.** Regression coefficients for years of education in models of cognitive score and cognitive change score for Assets and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old study participants born before 1924, United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Type</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectional regressions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 cognitive score</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.52, 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 cognitive score</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.43, 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998 cognitive score</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.45, 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 cognitive score</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.41, 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change-score models without baseline adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1993–1995</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>−0.05, 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1995–1998</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>−0.01, 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1998–2000</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.04, 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1993–2000</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>−0.07, 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change-score models with baseline adjustment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1993–1995</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.17, 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1995–1998</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.17, 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1998–2000</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.16, 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 1993–2000</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.20, 0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A DAG to demonstrate that regression to the mean may bias baseline-adjusted analyses**

Figure 3 shows a DAG representing the null hypothesis of no effect of education on cognitive change from 1995 to 1998. Education influences 1995 cognitive function (function1995), which influences 1995 cognitive score (score1995). Because the reliability of cognitive test scores is known to be imperfect (10), figure 3 includes uncorrelated measurement error terms in 1995 and 1998 that are independent of cognitive function and change in function. The independence assumptions encoded in figure 3 are those assumed in the classical measurement-error model and are partly responsible for the well-known regression to the mean property of that model. The arrow from error1995 to...
score\textsubscript{1995} reflects that score\textsubscript{1995} is determined by error\textsubscript{1995} and function\textsubscript{1995} through the following structural equation:

\[
\text{Score}_{1995} = \text{function}_{1995} + \text{error}_{1995}.
\]  

Both error\textsubscript{1995} and error\textsubscript{1998} affect (and thus have arrows into) change score, but with opposite signs. To see why, note that change score is the difference between score\textsubscript{1998} and score\textsubscript{1995}. It reflects both biologic change in function (change\textsubscript{1995–1998}) and measurement errors:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Score}_{1998} - \text{score}_{1995} &= (\text{function}_{1998} + \text{error}_{1998}) - (\text{function}_{1995} + \text{error}_{1995}) \\
&= (\text{function}_{1995} + \text{change}_{1995–1998} + \text{error}_{1998}) \\
&\quad - \text{function}_{1995} - \text{error}_{1995} \\
\end{align*}
\]

If we assume that figure 3 is correct, education and change score are spuriously correlated, because conditioning on a collider “unblocks” the path. This phenomenon can be intuitively explained as follows. Anyone with a high score\textsubscript{1995} has either a high function\textsubscript{1995} or a large positive measurement error\textsubscript{1995} (or both). A low-functioning person with a high score\textsubscript{1995} must have a positive error\textsubscript{1995}; similarly, if a high-functioning person scored poorly, it was due to a negative error. Thus, within levels of score\textsubscript{1995}, function\textsubscript{1995} and error\textsubscript{1995} are inversely correlated and education and error\textsubscript{1995} are inversely correlated. Because education and error\textsubscript{1995} are independent and error\textsubscript{1995} contributes negatively to change score, change score and error\textsubscript{1995} are negatively correlated: an example of the regression to the mean phenomenon. Hence, conditional on score\textsubscript{1995}, education and change score are positively correlated. Therefore, baseline-adjusted education coefficients are positive, even when education does not affect cognitive decline. The spurious correlation is proportional to the error in the cognitive measures and the strength of the education–function\textsubscript{1995} relation (1). Instability has the same consequence as measurement error.

Another way to understand this result is to consider models that regress the dependent variable score\textsubscript{1998} on education and either score\textsubscript{1995} or function\textsubscript{1995} (below).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Score}_i,1998 &= \psi_0 + \psi_1 \text{education} + \psi_2 \text{function}_i,1995 + \epsilon_{it} \\
\text{Score}_i,1998 &= \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \text{education} + \gamma_2 \text{score}_i,1995 + \epsilon_{it}.
\end{align*}
\]

The education coefficient \(\psi_1\) in equation 5 is the direct effect of education on function\textsubscript{1998} not mediated by function\textsubscript{1995} and is also equal to the direct effect of education on change in function. Therefore \(\psi_1\) is zero because of the absence of an arrow from education to change in function (figure 3).

Model 6 is simply model 5, except that the independent variable function\textsubscript{1995} is now measured with error. The education coefficient in equation 6 is identical to that in the baseline-adjusted change score model shown in equation 1 (11). The regression coefficient for an unreliably measured covariate, for example, \(\gamma_2\), will be attenuated toward zero compared with the coefficient had the covariate been perfectly measured (\(\psi_2\)). Coefficients for the other independent variables in the model, in this case the education coefficient \(\gamma_1\), will then be inflated when they are positively correlated with the unreliably measured covariate.

Is it possible that the DAG shown in figure 3 could have generated the AHEAD data and that the entire magnitude of the baseline-adjusted estimate is attributable to measurement error and regression to the mean? We show that the answer is yes. Specifically, if the baseline measure’s reliability (the squared correlation between true function and test score) is known, structural equation modeling (12) or Yanez’s bias formula (13) can be used to estimate the magnitude of bias attributable to measurement error and regression to the mean under the assumption that figure 3 generated the data and that linearity assumptions hold. By using cognitive test score reliability estimates of 0.8–0.6, as reported in the literature (7), we calculated that baseline adjustment induces a bias in the regression coefficient for education in the range of 0.10–0.21. This range includes our estimates of the education effect from the baseline-adjusted models fit to the AHEAD data. In fact, the actual bias could be even greater because the reported reliability estimates (7) did not account for transient fluctuations in cognitive function and thus may be too high.

By modifying the figure 3 DAG to represent different assumptions, we can examine whether baseline-adjusted models are biased under alternative scenarios. In each case below, provided that the other assumptions in figure 3 hold, adjustment for an imperfectly measured baseline score biases the estimated effect of education on cognitive change, while models without baseline adjustment are unbiased.

- \(\text{function}_{1995}\) and error\textsubscript{1995} share a prior cause.
- \(\text{function}_{1995}\) directly affects change in function\textsubscript{1995–1998}.
- \(\text{function}_{1995}\) and education are correlated because of a common prior cause.

A DAG to demonstrate that horse racing may bias baseline-adjusted analyses

The DAG in figure 3 encodes the assumption that function\textsubscript{1995} and change in function from 1995 to 1998 have no prior common causes. This assumption is unrealistic if factors besides education cause cognitive change prior to the baseline assessment in 1995. Factors that affected cognitive changes prior to baseline, for example, genetic background or lifestyle, may continue to operate during follow-up. The DAG in figure 4 represents the assumption that unmeasured factors besides education induced decline before the 1995
assumption that education is marginally independent of change in cognitive score: all paths are blocked by colliders. Conditional on function1995, however, education and change score are correlated. This is in contrast to typical omitted variable bias, in which bias occurs because we fail to adjust for common causes of the exposure and the outcome. This phenomenon is instead related to what Peto dubbed the horse-racing effect: “[I]n a race between fast and slow horses . . . one would expect to find the faster horses out in front halfway through the race” (14, p. 467). Assessing baseline cognitive status after decline has already begun is analogous to peeking at the order of the horses halfway through a race: if decline began before 1995, function1995 tends to be worse for individuals who are fast decliners. Function1995 is thus influenced by both education and other causes of decline. Conditioning on function1995 creates a spurious correlation between its causes (education and unmeasured causes of decline). The spurious correlation between education and other causes of decline induces a spurious relation between education and change score within levels of function1995.

Unlike the bias induced by regression to the mean discussed previously, this bias occurs even if baseline cognitive function is measured without error. Quantifying horse-racing bias requires additional assumptions. In the simplest case—no interaction between education and unmeasured causes of decline—it biases effect estimates downward.

Using the DAGs to interpret AHEAD results

Either substantial measurement error or horse racing, or both, will almost always be present; thus, in practice, the bias introduced by baseline adjustment can be large. As a result, baseline adjustment will generally result in sizable bias. In particular, we think that this is the case with the AHEAD data.

We therefore conclude that these analyses of the AHEAD data provide no evidence that education beneficially influences cognitive change in old age. This finding does not conclusively demonstrate that education has no benefit for cognitive change, because, under plausible causal structures, both baseline-adjusted and -unadjusted models are biased even when no unmeasured common causes of education and cognitive change exist.

One such setting occurs when cognitive tests have ceilings (or floors). Everyone whose function exceeds the ceiling is assigned the same, maximum, score. Thus, cognitive function influences measurement error (figure 5): the greater the cognitive function, the more negative the error. In this DAG, an unblocked path connects education and change score. Conditioning on function1995 would block this path, but conditioning on score1995 does not. Therefore, in contrast with the DAGs shown in figures 3 and 4, analyses both with and without baseline adjustment are biased for the (null) effect of education on change in function. Under additional assumptions, nonstandard analyses based on Tobit or censored median regression models, without baseline adjustment, can be used to ameliorate ceiling and floor problems (15–19). In these models, scores that equal the ceiling values are regarded as censored. Unfortunately, as we show in appendix 3, not even censored regression methods solve other scaling problems, such as noninterval scales (20, 21).

DISCUSSION

The baseline adjustment problem, sometimes discussed in the context of Lord’s Paradox (22), covariance adjustment, or gain scores (23), has generated an extensive literature (1, 24–27). We argue that substantive arguments sometimes used to defend baseline adjustment are largely misleading.

Misperceptions about the advantages of baseline adjustment

Common justifications for baseline adjustment are that it improves efficiency, eliminates confounding, or avoids bias due to measurement ceilings or floors. Concerns about efficiency are generally secondary to concerns about bias and
consistency, so we focus on examples in which baseline-adjusted change-score models provide unbiased effect estimates.

Consider figure 6, in which, unlike the AHEAD study, baseline function is a cause of exposure and baseline adjustment eliminates confounding. Education and change score share a prior cause (unmeasured causes of decline), so the marginal statistical relation between these two variables does not reflect the causal relation. However, adjusting for baseline cognitive function controls confounding, provided that we have an error-free baseline measure. Note that if unmeasured common causes positively affect both education and cognitive change, then baseline adjustment would reduce the coefficients relative to coefficients from unadjusted models.

Even in studies in which baseline function is measured prior to exposure and is an important confounder, adjustment for baseline score introduces regression-to-the-mean bias if baseline function is measured with error. In this setting, structural equation modeling (12) or Yanez’s bias formula (13) can sometimes be used to control confounding by baseline function while avoiding regression-to-the-mean bias. In other cases, it is impossible to obtain unbiased effect estimates. By using prior evidence regarding the direction or magnitudes of the causal relations, however, it may be possible to determine the direction of bias and thus establish a plausible range for the true causal effect.

Furthermore, baseline adjustment does not eliminate common scaling problems associated with cognitive outcomes, such as ceilings or floors, except under special circumstances (detailed in appendix 3) that would rarely, if ever, apply. Scaling problems are crucial; as shown in appendix 3, education may affect change score on one scale but not on another. In summary, baseline-score adjustment eliminates all confounding under special circumstances only, and it often induces bias. Situations in which baseline adjustment provides unbiased estimates can be identified by specifying the assumed causal relations among the variables.

Analyses that implicitly condition on baseline

Adjustment in regression models is only one form of conditioning on baseline score. Stratifying or matching individuals from analyses, and normal score transformation of change scores within level of baseline score can all induce similar biases. These remarks apply to logistic regression or proportional hazards regression as well as to linear regression.

Baseline-adjusted analyses in prior literature on education and cognitive change

A recent review identified 14 longitudinal studies of education and cognitive change, 12 of which found some benefit of education (28). Of the 12 positive studies, eight explicitly conditioned on baseline performance (29–36). This review suggests that the jury is still out regarding the relation between education and cognitive change: the majority of studies addressing the research question have a potentially serious methodological problem that could entirely account for their findings. For example, reanalysis of the data reversed the positive results from one of the baseline-adjusted studies reviewed above (34). The later analysis incorporated a third assessment wave and used latent growth curve modeling without baseline adjustment. No relation between education and rate of change in cognitive function was observed (37).

Other methodological problems, for example, noninterval scales, competing risks, or differential attrition, are common in studies of education and cognitive change, including our analysis. These issues must also be resolved to allow a confident conclusion about the effect of education on cognitive change.

Conclusion

We have shown that baseline adjustment substantially alters coefficient estimates in analyses of the effect of education on cognitive change. Any of several causal structures could account for a discrepancy between baseline-adjusted and baseline-unadjusted models. In general, if exposure predicts baseline level of the outcome, conditioning on this baseline measure induces a spurious correlation between the exposure and change score in either of two common situations:

1. Measures of the outcome fluctuate because of imperfect measurement reliability or latent variable instability; or
2. Change has already occurred prior to the baseline measurement, the rate of change experienced in the past predicts the future rate of change, and exposure is unaffected by baseline function.

Whenever either of these criteria is met, exposure is likely to be a statistically significant predictor in baseline-adjusted change-score regression models even under the null
assumption of no causal effect of exposure on change. Similarly, if there is a causal effect, baseline-adjusted models generally provide biased effect estimates. In many cases, models without baseline adjustment are unbiased, but, under some causal structures, an unbiased effect estimate cannot be derived with either baseline-adjusted or unadjusted models. Such situations are easily assessed with DAGs, allowing analysts to seek alternative, unbiased methods or, at a minimum, attempt to quantify the magnitude of alternative biases.

We have focused on cognition, but the problems apply to many other outcomes. When prior assumptions about the underlying relations are clearly specified in causal diagrams, simple rules can be used to determine whether proposed analyses consistently estimate the causal effect of interest. It may be impossible to derive unbiased estimates of the effect of education on cognitive change by using standard analyses of the data typically available in large surveys. These problems are not insurmountable, however. We can make progress on this research question by providing evidence on the measurement properties of cognitive instruments, explicitly modeling latent variables, pursuing censored data approaches, and eliminating competing causal models by ruling out (or in) possible confounders.
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APPENDIX 1
Details on the AHEAD Data Set

AHEAD is a nationally representative sample of community-based individuals born before 1924. Respondents were selected by using a dual-frame multistage probability sample. The primary sampling stage used US Metropolitan Statistical Areas and non–Metropolitan Statistical Area counties. In the 66 primary sampling units selected, secondary sampling unit areas were selected, and houses were enumerated. The third sampling stage involves systematic selection of housing units within the secondary sampling unit. The design oversampled African Americans, Mexican Hispanics, and residents of the state of Florida by increasing the probability of selecting sampling areas with a high proportion of African Americans or Mexican Hispanics. For respondents born before 1914, a second sampling frame was used. This list was drawn from the Health Care Financing Administration’s listing of Medicare enrollees in selected counties. Both sampling frames excluded elderly living in institutions.

The baseline AHEAD interviews occurred in 1993. The survey covered three major domains—health, financial circumstances, and family—in as much detail as possible within the goal of a 1-hour interview. Our analyses made little use of the detailed information about the adult life of AHEAD respondents because education is believed to temporally precede and most likely affect the majority of these characteristics. Thus, we selected covariates that preceded education. Surviving respondents were recontacted in 1995, 1998, and 2000; the survey is ongoing.

APPENDIX 2
Introduction to using DAGs

In DAGs, arrows between variables represent the investigator’s a priori assumptions about the causal relations among the potential covariates, the exposure, and the outcome. When these assumptions are represented in a DAG, a simple rule (described below) can be applied to select a set of covariates to include in a regression model. We seek a set of covariates such that, after adjusting for these covariates, the statistical association between the exposure and the outcome equals the causal effect of the exposure on the outcome. For example, if the exposure does not affect the outcome, then we want a covariate set such that, after adjusting for these covariates, the correlation between the exposure and the outcome is zero.

Formal introductions to graphical models and proof of the mathematical equivalence between the rules we apply to DAGs and Robins’s g-computation formula can be found elsewhere (38–42). Here, we informally introduce the rules for identifying the conditional independencies implied by a DAG, that is, determining whether the causal assumptions represented in the DAG necessarily imply that two variables are statistically independent conditional on a proposed covariate set. To relate this discussion to more common epidemiology terms, note that regression coefficients, $t$ statistics, odds ratios, and the like are examples of measures of statistical dependence between variables. Covariate adjustment in a regression model is a type of conditioning, as are stratification and matching.

Formally, the rules we apply to DAGs state the statistical independencies implied by the assumptions in the DAG. For this paper, we assume that positive and negative causal effects never perfectly offset one another. This additional assumption extends the rules to specify the statistical dependencies implied by the DAG, as discussed later. To make this introduction less technical, we also assume a large sample so that effects due to random variation can be ignored.

In a causal DAG, we say that a variable $X$ causes a variable $Y$ (directly (relative to the other variables in the DAG) if there is an arrow from $X$ to $Y$ or indirectly if there is a sequence of directed arrows that can be followed from $X$ to $Y$ via one or more intermediate variables. In figure 2, $X$ causes $Y$ directly and $Z$ indirectly. Direct and indirect effects of a variable are called descendants of that variable. If two variables shown in a DAG share a common cause, that common cause must also be included in the DAG. It is not necessary to include all causes of individual variables in the model; only causes of two or more variables in the DAG must be included. If unknown or unmeasured common causes are assumed to exist, they should be represented in the diagram as unknown common causes with arrows to the variables they are thought to affect. The absence of a sequence of directed arrows linking two variables in a DAG represents the
assumption that there is no causal relation between the two variables. If a prior value of \( Y \) affects \( X \), which affects a subsequent value of \( Y \), these must each be shown as separate variables (e.g., \( Y_0 \rightarrow X_1 \rightarrow Y_2 \)). DAGs do not have any cycles between variables, consistent with the general intuition that if \( X \) causes \( Y \), \( Y \) cannot also cause \( X \) at the same moment.

The DAG expresses a set of assumptions about the causal relations or absence of causal relations among the variables. If the assumptions of a causal DAG are correct, then two variables in the DAG will be statistically independent conditional on a set of covariates if every “path” between the two variables is “blocked.” Likewise, they will be statistically dependent if there is an unblocked path between them, setting aside the unlikely possibility of perfectly counterbalancing paths. What is a path, and what does it mean to block it? A path is any sequence of lines (also called edges) connecting two variables regardless of the direction of the arrowheads. The direction of arrowheads is important to identify variables on a path that are “colliders.” If arrowheads from \( A \) and \( B \) both point to a variable \( C \) (as in \( A \rightarrow C \leftarrow B \)), then \( C \) is referred to as a collider on that path between \( A \) and \( B \); the causes collide at \( C \). In other words, a collider is a common effect of two variables on the path (the collider itself must also be on the path). All other variables on a path are noncolliders. A path is blocked by a proposed set of variables if either of two conditions holds:

1. One of the noncolliders on the path is in the proposed covariate set; or
2. There is a collider on the path and neither the collider nor any of the collider’s descendants is in the proposed covariate set.

These rules fit with the intuition that two variables will be correlated if there is a causal relation between them or if there is an uncontrolled prior common cause of the two variables. The rules also reflect the fact that a statistical association between two variables can be induced by conditioning on a common effect of the two variables (40, 43). Note that if a collider on a path is in the proposed covariate set, this collider does not block the path. If a DAG contains no unblocked paths between \( A \) and \( B \), the two variables will be marginally independent; that is, without conditioning on any other variables, \( A \) and \( B \) will be independent. Rule 2 implies that conditioning on a variable may unblock a path between \( A \) and \( B \) and induce a correlation, if the variable is a collider or a descendant of a collider. The assumptions in the sample DAG in figure 2 imply that \( X \) and \( U \) are marginally independent but become statistically associated after conditioning on either \( Y \) or \( Z \). In contrast, \( X \) and \( Z \) are marginally dependent but become statistically independent after conditioning on \( Y \).

The assumption that positive and negative effects never perfectly offset one another is needed because two variables might be causally connected but nonetheless statistically independent if connected by two perfectly counterbalanced pathways. If perfectly counterbalanced pathways are possible, causal connections do not necessarily imply statistical dependencies. In the context of this paper, this assumption is mostly important when we discuss parameter estimates with multiple—possibly competing—sources of bias. If two sources of bias perfectly offset one another, the parameter estimate might be correct. We ignore this possibility and assume that parameter estimates with multiple sources of bias are themselves biased.

---

**APPENDIX 3**

### Conditions under which an Adjusted Analysis is Valid

Settings in which an adjusted analysis is valid but an unadjusted analysis is biased exist; however, they are rather implausible. To describe such a setting, suppose that 1) the cognitive score in 1995 is measured with perfect reliability in the sense that if the test was readministered a second time, each subject’s score would remain unchanged if his or her function was unchanged; 2) if subject \( i \) ranks higher than subject \( j \) on cognitive score, that subject also ranks higher on cognitive function; and 3) cognitive function in 1995 and function in 1998 have no unmeasured common cause, so the horse-racing effect is absent. Conditions 1 and 2 imply that a deterministic, possibly nonlinear, increasing algebraic transformation relates each subject’s cognitive function in 1995 to his or her score in 1995. We will refer to the transformation mapping cognitive function to cognitive score as \( g \):

\[
score_{1995} = g(\text{function}_{1995}). \tag{7}
\]

Possible examples include the following:

\[
score_{1995} = \log_e(\text{function}_{1995}) \tag{8}
\]

\[
score_{1995} = a(\text{function}_{1995})^2 \tag{9}
\]

\[
score_{1995} = \min(\text{function}_{1995}, c) \tag{10}
\]

\[
score_{1995} = a(\text{function}_{1995}) + b, \tag{11}
\]

where \( a, b, \) and \( c \) are constants. The first three examples are nonlinear functions, including equation 10, which shows a case in which the score has an artificially imposed maximum (or ceiling), \( c \). The last example is linear. Note that the transformation \( g \) that relates \( \text{function}_{1995} \) to \( \text{score}_{1995} \) may not be the same as the transformation \( g^* \) that relates \( \text{function}_{1998} \) to \( \text{score}_{1998} \). Because cognitive function is not measured directly, the true \( g \) is unknown. The DAG shown in appendix figure 1 represents this setup under the null hypothesis of no effect (direct or indirect) of education on change in function. This DAG includes an arrow from \( \text{score}_{1995} \) to change score; this arrow will exist unless, as discussed below, \( g \) is linear and the same transformation \( g \) applies in 1995 as in 1998. Note that under assumptions 1 and 2, even though \( \text{score}_{1995} \) differs from \( \text{function}_{1995} \), we did not need to include the variable measurement error in appendix figure 1 because function completely determines (and thus is the sole cause of) \( \text{score}_{1995} \).

In appendix figure 1, although change in 1995-1998 is not affected by education, change score is causally affected by education. Furthermore, education and change score are
independent conditional on score\textsubscript{1995} but are unconditionally associated. The unconditional association between education and change score is an unbiased estimate of the effect of education on change score but a biased estimate of the effect of education on change in function. Thus, in this example, the unadjusted analysis is biased and baseline adjustment eliminates the bias.

If the function $g$ is linear and deterministically maps both function\textsubscript{1998} onto score\textsubscript{1998} and function\textsubscript{1995} onto score\textsubscript{1995}, then, on the DAG shown in appendix figure 1, the arrow from score\textsubscript{1995} to change score is no longer present. As a consequence, there will be no unconditional association between education and change score. Under these assumptions, analyses that do not adjust for baseline will be unbiased, as will analyses that do adjust for baseline.

When $g$ is nonlinear, change score can be viewed as change in function, except that it is measured on a different scale. Because education affects baseline cognitive function, it is possible for education to simultaneously have no effect on change in function and yet have a non-null effect on change in some nonlinear transformation of function. For example, if the transformation $g$ is the logarithm, education could simultaneously have no effect on change in function and yet have a non-null effect on change in log function. That is, education may not affect change in function on an additive scale and yet still have an effect on a relative scale that measures fractional or percent change in function. Such "across-scale inconsistency" can occur only when education has a causal effect on baseline function\textsubscript{1995}. These previous statements refer to the overall (i.e., total) effect of education on change score. Across-scale inconsistency cannot exist for the direct effect of education on cognitive change (not mediated by baseline function), as is evident from appendix figure 1.

In summary, the DAG in appendix figure 1 characterizes a setting in which the direct effect of education on change score (not through score\textsubscript{1995}) can be validly estimated by an analysis that adjusts for baseline score, which is not the case if 1) an unmeasured common cause of function\textsubscript{1995} and change in function (horse-racing effect) were added to the graph in appendix figure 1, or 2) if the ranking of some individuals on function\textsubscript{1995} differed from their ranking on score\textsubscript{1995}. Condition 2 would apply if either score\textsubscript{1995} has any (unmeasured) causes $U$ besides function\textsubscript{1995} or the reliability of the test measuring 1995 cognitive score was imperfect. These possibilities would be represented on appendix figure 1 by adding to the figure a variable $U$ and/or a variable "measurement error in score\textsubscript{1995}" equal to $\{score\textsubscript{1995} - g(function\textsubscript{1995})\}$ with arrows into score\textsubscript{1995} and change score. Note that unless the transformation $g$ is the identity transformation, this variable differs from the variable "measurement error 1995" shown in figures 3 and 6, which equals score\textsubscript{1995} – function\textsubscript{1995}. Under condition 1 or 2, education and change score would be associated conditionally on score\textsubscript{1995} even under the null hypothesis of no direct effect of education on change in function. As a consequence, the baseline-adjusted analyses would be biased. Either or both conditions 1 and 2 will almost always be present in practice. As a result, baseline adjustment will generally result in substantial bias.

In contrast, even if conditions 1 and 2 are present, an analysis unadjusted for baseline will, in the absence of additional unmeasured confounders, yield a valid estimate of the overall effect of education on change score. The remaining issue then becomes whether the score measured by the test battery is close to being a linear transformation of cognitive function. Because cognitive function has no agreed-upon operational definition, this latter question seems difficult to answer affirmatively without additional assumptions. In certain settings, such as when cognitive tests have ceilings (or floors), the answer is clearly in the negative.